A Free and Open Source
Content Management System.
A powerful building material for highly
designed content-centric websites.
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In-Context Editing

When you build your website with concrete5, you can easily
change content right from your web browser. Simply click edit
and create content changes right on the spot. It’s that easy!
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SEO is a breeze!
Add meta data to any page or image as you add them.

“It saved us time
and money with very
happy clients.”
webconcentrate.com

Easy to Theme

There is no limits to what you can design and build with concrete5.
Just add a line of PHP to you own HTML chop wherever you want

“Designed to be
exceptionally easy.”
ereviewguide.com

an editable area. Create as many page types and themes as you
wish for your website, its your choice!
We supply the tools and built-in flexibility that gives you the control
to easily construct anything you design.

www.concrete5.org

Learn More

“Unparalleled end user
editing experience.”
cmsdesignresoucre.com

Improve Productivity

We designed concrete5 to be a flexible toolbox for our own full
service web shop’s CMS needs. Sure, the in-context editing is simple
to use, but concrete5 is by no means a lightweight. You can build
big, complicated powerful applications with it very quickly. You’ll also

“We found the system
to be sleek, responsive
and easy to use”

find that its flexible architecture makes it much easier to respond
quickly as your client gets involved. Once you know what you’re
doing, you’ll find building a site with concrete5 is a fast process.

cmscritic.com

Brand Loyalty
Using It

Left It

Active Community

Join an active community of developers, designers and business
owners. There are more than 250,000 concrete5 installs running on
the web. Our community at concrete5.org is over 100,000 members

concrete5

strong. That’s a lot of people who might help you finish this project
or hire you to start the next one.

WordPress
Drupal
Joomla
25%

50%

75%

517% Download Increase
The most year-on-year improvement of any system.

“concrete5 has the best
12 month period of any CMS
in the Water and Stone survey,
a remarkably strong performance
for such a young system.
No other system we looked
at came close to showing

Secure

You are making a safe choice with concrete5. It has a long history
as a commercial product starting in 2003. Since going Open Source
in 2008, we have grown to power hundreds of thousands of sites.
Any PHP developer will be able to pick up concrete5 quickly and we
are getting the word out faster than ever.

the growth seen by concrete5.
The fact that the system also
performed well in the 2010 Report
leads us to the conclusion
that concrete5 is a contender,
and bears close watch.”
Ric Shreve, waterandstone.com

www.concrete5.org
Data gathered from the 2011 Open Source CMS Market Share Report.
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